High Tea in the Garden
2020 Craft and Quilt Fair, June 17-21
Darling Harbour Sydney

Concept or vision
To present an exciting immersive experience in contemporary 3D embroidery
Realisation
Tables with tablecloths/centres set with crockery, high tea food and small vases of flowers; chairs
with cushions; window boxes and vertical gardens filled with plants and flowers; all created in
textiles with embroidery, life-sized and three-dimensional.
Backdrop items (not embroidered textiles): Artificial grass floorcovering; mock windows with
window boxes; vertical garden framework; three round or square tables with two chairs at each
(space permitting). The promo table may have a related make-and-take stitching activity in
addition to information about the Guild etc.
Deadline and timeline
All completed items must be at Guild headquarters by Friday June 5.
We would like a selection of items delivered by the end of February for Expertise Events and the
Guild to use in promotional photography.
Items will be ready for collection from headquarters at a date to be confirmed. It is possible the
exhibit will also be shown in Gallery 76 after the Craft & Quilt Fair.
Members who would like their items returned by post should include a return-addressed prepaid
satchel or a new label with stamps attached for their original posting box when the item is sent in.
Be certain that your item and packaging are clearly labelled with your name.
Choose an item to create from the list below and email liznewton80@yahoo.com or call Liz
Newton on (02) 9987 4201 to commit and to ensure that we’re not doubling up on certain items.
Earlybirds get first pick! (Read to the end of the brief before you decide.)

List of embroidered items













3 teapots
3 sugar bowls
3 milk jugs
6 trios (cup, saucer and plate) (‘filling’ the cups with tea/coffee looks great and makes
them much easier to create as you don’t need to finesse the insides)
3 tiered plates for food – these need to be rigid enough to support the food items without
sagging – space the layers well apart so the food items can be seen easily
3 small vases of flowers for the tables
About 80 individual items of high-tea food: eg lamington, scone with jam and cream,
cupcake, fruit tart, savoury roll, iced biscuit, small sandwich, slice, macaron, mini quiche etc
3 tablecloths or table centres – cloths can be round 180cm in diameter
6 square cushions or seat pads for the chairs
About 4 long vines to drape over windows and the top of stand
Two sets of 5 matching or coordinating pot plants for the window boxes (pot details below)
100-300 assorted pot plants for the vertical gardens – eg herbs, flowers, succulents, foliage
plants etc (pot size below)

POTS are to be black plastic, 100mm in diameter and
100mm high, for example the ‘100mm Growers Pot
*222430 BLACK’ @ 65c from Bunnings or a black
plastic pot of very similar dimensions for consistency
– if recycling one from the garden, please clean it
thoroughly. Remove any labels and don’t cover or
paint the pots – the stitched foliage and flowers are
the heroes and the black pots, framework and walls
should all disappear into the background together.

Suggested group projects
One complete table setting of crockery – two trios (cup, saucer and plate), milk jug, sugar bowl,
teapot and tiered serving plate
Group of 5 plants for a window box
A tablecloth
A vine to drape around a window or the top of the stand

Basil

Mint

Geranium

Individual projects
A pot plant for a vertical garden – eg herbs, flowers, foliage plants and succulents
An item of food
A table centre or doily
A cushion or seat pad
Small textile vase and flowers/foliage
Individual crockery items/trios etc

Various succulents

Ferns

Indoor plants

Spider plant

Guidelines







All textile work must be new and created especially for this exhibit. We will require particular
numbers of various items to create a cohesive ‘story’, so you will need to consult with the
organisers before you begin so we don’t end up with 10 teapots and nowhere to put them –
see the list and contact details above. Once you’ve committed to create a particular item, we
will be depending on it being there for set up, so if something goes wrong and you or a fellow
stitcher can’t complete it on time, PLEASE let us know ASAP.
Expect your work to be handled and interacted with – or even stolen in the worst case
scenario. Keep in mind that it is an immersive display that we want potential new
embroiderers to be captivated by. It will be photographed and shared online, most likely
without crediting you personally – it is in the public domain once it is on show. The team on
the spot will do their best to supervise of course.
All pieces should be as close as possible to life size and the more realistic the finished item
appears, the better! Play with ideas and techniques to create trompe l’oeil effects, but feel
free to put a creative twist in too. Open choice of colours.
Label your work clearly on the underside.

Techniques










Both hand and machine embroidery are suitable
Wire or stiffen the shapes for flowers, leaves and crockery so the items are self-supporting.
Stiffening can be in the form of applied goops such as PVA, Mod Podge and Terial, or robust
interfacings. Combine stiffened fabric with wire so petals and leaves can be shaped. Food
items can be stuffed with fibre fill to give them dimension
Wet-felting is mouldable and stitchable for 3D shapes
Silk paper can be shaped or moulded while wet and will hold its form if it’s thick enough
Crockery shapes can be formed with glued fabric pieces placed over a mould as for papiermâché construction
For foliage and flowers, think freestanding stumpwork, Barbola and ribbon work
Apart from coloured fabrics and threads, create extra shading with paints, inks, coloured
pencils such as watercolours or textas
Use lightweight fibre fill, florist foam or expanding spray foam to anchor the plants in pots and
vases, NOT plaster or other heavy solid fill. You can disguise the surface in pots with brown
fabric, paint or glued-on soil etc. The pots will be either inside a window box or cable-tied to a
framework for the vertical garden so their stability isn’t vital. (We’ll drill two holes just under
the pot rim for the tie to go through on the garden frameworks, so don’t have the ‘soil’ right to
the top of the pot.) The small table vases need to be stable, so perhaps weight the base with a
large metal washer to balance the floral arrangement.

